Abstract

Study Thesis: A study presented to UmmAl Qura University to attainment Master's degree in linguistics.

"Phonetic and Morphological Statements and Views attributed to Al-Khalil in the Two books named: Kitab Sibawayh and Al-Ain."

This study handles the attribution of the book Al Ain to Al-Khalil, through a precise comparison between the views and citations attributed to Al-Khalil in the book of Sibawayh and what is stated in Al-Ain, taking into account that what is written in the book of Sibawayh is the correct and authentic attribution to Al-Khalil, thus, the views and citations mentioned in the two books are either compatible or incompatible, enabling us to know how closely Al-Ain book relates to Al-Khalil. The study also handles the examples represented by Al-Khalil in Sibawayh book while discussing the phonetic and morphological issues in terms of existence or nonexistence of these examples in Al-Ain.

The study consisted of two chapters:

The first is the phonetic study. This chapter handles issues of phonetics in singulars as well as the issues of sounds when dealing with phonetics.

The second is the morphological study, which handles the attribution, dualism, plurality, degradation, structures, deletion, add, transposition and substitution, as well as the morphological terms.

This study followed a descriptive, inductive analysis approach, as the topic material was chosen and analyzed with a comparison between the views the two books.

The study ended to a conclusion that Al-Ain is not one of Al-Khalils books.
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